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Hi, here Is a system that I have used at the casino a few times and it never 
failed, you will have to keep good track of every spin, and play every spin, 
here is how it works, its a bit like rule before the last, but you will be playing 
like this, first you will need seven columns this will be your tracking score 
card, this is what each columns will be: 1st, 1-18 2nd, odd 3rd, red, 4th, black 
5th, even 6th, 19-36 these can be in any order 7th your total profit This is 
just for tracking purposes, you only need to track one spin before you play, 
and every spin after for eg you track the first spin and it was, red, high, even 
36, you mark down on your score card one hit on each column which was 
associated with that number, look at the diagram below to get a better 
understanding, now we will be placing flat bets on the even money bets 
which have had the most hits, in our eg it is red, even and 19-36, we place the 
same unit on each of these even money bets, 
1st, 1-18 2nd, odd 3rd, red, l 4th, black 5th, even 1 6th, 19-36 1 these can be 
in any order 7th your total profit second spin, is 20, black, even and 19-36, 
we win on two of the bets and lose on one, profit one unit (put down 3 units 
and now have 4units) put in profit column +1, then mark one hit on each 
column which is associated with the number that came up, our scorecard 
should now look like this: 
1st, 1-18 2nd, odd 3rd, red, l 4th, black l 5th, even 1l 6th, 19-36 1l these can 
be in any order 7th running total profit +1, looking at our scorecard you 
should now know what even money bets to place your money on, you will be 
placing one unit on even and 19-36, as they have more hits than the others, 
next spin is 12, even, 1-18, red, so you break even, you lost one unit and lost 
the other, you wont have to mark down anything on your running profit as 
you are still up one unit, but remember you always have to mark down on 
the other column which were associated with the number that come up, you 
score card should now look like this: 
1st, 1-18 l 2nd, odd 3rd, red, ll 4th, black l 5th, even 1ll 6th, 19-36 1l these can 
be in any order 7th running total profit +1, next spin we will placing one unit 
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on even, as it has had the more hits than the other even money bets, by now 
you should understand how to play my system. 
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Why casino executives fight mathematical gambling systems 

 

Casino Gambling Software: Baccarat, Blackjack, Roulette, Craps, Systems, Basic Strategy 

 

Software for Lottery, Lotto, Pick 3 4 Lotteries, Powerball, Mega Millions, Euromillions, 

Keno, Horse Racing, Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Sports Betting, Gambling, Probability, 

Odds, Statistics, Mathematics 

 

Download the Best Software for Lottery, Gambling, Lotto, Powerball, Mega Millions, 

Euromillions, Horse Racing, Blackjack, Roulette, Sports Betting, Probability, Statistics 
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